Conditions for completing the study of pathology for general medical students

Subject: Pathological anatomy

CONDITIONS FOR RECEIVING THE CREDIT

- attendance on practical lessons: one absence during the semester is tolerated, any other absence has to be compensated during the very next week, until the end of the 13th week of the semester
- writing two credit tests - in the 6th and the 12th weeks of the summer term; the average of the results of both tests has to be at least 60%; students who receive less than 60% will have the opportunity to write two retake tests during examining period of summer term.

Participation in credit tests is mandatory. To enable all students who study pathology to participate in both credit tests during the summer term two dates are scheduled and published for each credit test. The date of substitute credit test is on the other day of the week with a shift of about 1 week after the regular date of credit test. Without writing both credit tests during the summer term, a student can not participate in retake test. If student participates in retake test despite this rule, her/his result will not be recognized.

According to the Article 13 of Directive No.1/2018 on the Study Rules of Procedure at Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice, Faculty of Medicine the following scheme is used for evaluating the overall result:

- results 93 - 100 % are evaluated „completed – A- excelent“, 
- results 85 - 92 % are evaluated „completed - B – very good“, 
- results 77 - 84 % are evaluated „completed - C - good“, 
- results 69 - 76 % are evaluated „completed - D - satisfactory“, 
- results 60 - 68 % are evaluated „completed - E - sufficient“.

If the above conditions are not met, the student will not be awarded the credit and will not continue to final exam.
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